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' 1 Claim. (c1. zeta-17y 

Thisinvention relates to a novel one-piece molded plas 
tic.;contai1_1er¢ for protecting and holding drills; Q1‘: the 
like relativelytsrnallw sized articles, and ,the principalob 
jects oftheinventionp reside in the provision of "a;- plastic 
case;which.is\ much lighter than a.~comparable~p_rior* art 
metal ‘case and which is extremely durable and long-last 
ing and will not become" bent, sprung‘ or dented; the 
provision of'iazplastic case: asidescrihethhavingxa. pair 
of hinged container parts provided with a novel positive 
quick-closing and easy-opening clasp holding the parts 
of the case ?rmly closed; the provision of a plastic case 
as above ‘described containing no sharp edges and which 
may be dropped upon the ?oor without loss of the drills 
or other contents and including gripping means in the 
case ?rmly securing the drills in position, so that even 
though the case may be opened and turned upside down, 
the drills or other contents in the gripping means cannot 
fall out. 

Further objects of the invention include the provision 
of a one-piece molded plastic case which is more conven 
ient and easier to carry in the pocket of the user, the 
material of the case being such as to fail to injure the con 
tents in any way but actually cushions and protects the 
same, said case being provided with means for ?rmly 
holding the drills or like articles in parallel aligned'con 
dition and in consecutive order according to size and 
length. ' - 

Other objects and advantages of the invention will 
appear‘ hereinafter. 

Reference is to be had to the accompanying drawings, 
in which 

Fig. 1 is a view in front elevation showing the case 
closed; 

Fig. 2 is an edge view thereof; 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional view on line 3—3 of 

Fig. I; 
Fig. 4 is an enlarged view illustrating the case open 

and showing the contents held therein; 
Figs. 5, 6 and 7 are sectional views on the respective 

lines in Fig. 4; and - 
Fig. 8 is a view illustrating the application of the drills 

to the holders. 
The case which forms the subject matter of the present 

invention is made in a mold of plastic material prefer 
ably somewhat soft and ?exible in nature such as poly 
ethylene or the like. The case is conveniently molded 
with an integral strap or the like 10 permanently hingedly 
connecting two half portions generally indicated at 12 
and 14. Each half portion is a container itself and is 
provided with an upstanding rim, see 16 and 18, and these 
rims and the case are formed at an angle at one edge as 
indicated at 20 in Fig. 1. This provides an attractive 
appearance and conforms to the increasing sizes of the 
drills or other contents of the case as illustrated in Fig. 4, 
thus saving material and providing for a case that is 
easy to handle and to slide in-and-out of the pocket of 
the user. 
At the side edges of the rims of the two half portions 
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12 and 14, the same are provided with a novel clasp or. 
latch construction‘ which‘ is best seen in Figs. 3 and 4; 
Integrally molded in the rim 18, there is provided a 
thickened portion or ledge 22 which extends laterally 
outwardly of the edged the container as seen in Fig; l. 
At'its‘thickened portion, itis, provided with an undercut 
recess‘ or the like-24>formed by a reversely or inwardly 
turned lip- or ‘?ange 26. 

This‘lip or ?ange 26 is adapted‘ to be distorted and 
moved outwardly-‘by- a cooperating outwardly extending 
lip or ?ange-28"integrally'molded’with the rim-16. As 
the'caseis‘closed, the rim‘ or ?ange 28 snaps, past the 
part‘ at 26 and‘ becomes ?rmly locked in the recess 24; 
thetwo rirns'of'the ?anges 26 and 28‘ bearing against 
each other. 
A pairtof outstanding projections 30 vare also integrally 

molded in- therirn 16,'one ateach side'of projection 28 
as'shownin‘Fig: 4, and‘these provide stops and‘a'guide 
means for the ?ange 26. T 0‘ open the case,,one'presses 
inwardly on~rim 16' as‘shown in Fig. 3 by the arrow 32 
to release‘ ?ange 28'from-?ange, 26, whereupon the case 
part 14‘is- easily swung‘from the part 12,‘ it being under 
stood thatthe“hingestripIO-is‘thin'and'?exible and is 
made of the same material as the casing, being molded 
therewith. 

It will be seen that each half portion of the case is 
in the form of a shallow rimmed dish and in each of 
these there is provided a series of article holders also 
integrally molded therewith of the same material. 
Looking at Fig. 4, it will be seen that the portion 12 

of the case is provided with a pair of spaced parallel up 
wardly extending ridges as indicated at 34 and 36 respec 
tively. These ridges are located adjacent an edge op 
posite the slanted edge 20. Each ridge is provided with 
substantially circular upwardly opening recesses as for 
instance at 38, and these recesses are in turn formed by 
upwardly extending ears 40, rising above the ridges. 
The ears 40 extend angularly in toward each other form 

ing restricted openings therebetween at the free ends 
thereof, see 42 in Figs. 5 and 6. The ears 40 terminate 
in ?at edges 44 located on a slant to form a V opening 

. for each recess. 

The drills or similar articles are indicated by the ref— 
erence character 46 and as usual these form a set in 
creasing in size, as for instance from a 1/16 drill and going 
up for instance to a 1%; inch drill. These sizes of course 
may be varied, but it is to be understood that each of 
the holding means formed by the openings 38 also vary 
in size according to the drill sizes and that each di?erent 
size of drill is held in its own particular holding means. 

- It will be ‘understood that the upstanding ears 40 are 
arranged in pairs, that is, there are a pair of ears 40 for 
each drill .to be held in the ridge 36, and a similar pair 
of cars aligned therewith for each drill or similar ar 
ticle in the ridge 34. The plastic material of the case 
being somewhat ?exible, each drill is received and held 
by the cars 40 within the recesses 38' merely by snapping 
them downwardly past the free ends of the ears. 
The drill in effect rests on the slanted or inclined 

edges 44, see the dotted line showing in Fig. 8, and this 
forms a sort of guiding trough or the like, so that when 
the drills or similar articles are pressed downwardly 
thereon, they easily spread apart to accommodate, re 
ceive and substantially latch the article in place, as in 
Figs. 5 and 6. . 
By reason of the fact that there are two aligned pairs 

of ears 40 for each drill, it'will be seen that each drill 
is held in the positions shown in Fig. 4, i. e., they are 
always held parallel to each other and not in helter 
skelter relation. Also, the ears fairly tightly ?t the shanks 
of the ‘drills and hold them ?rmly but without marring, 
so that the drills are held in position even though the 
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case should be opened up as in Fig. 4, turned upside 
down, and shaken. In fact, the material of the casing 
cushions the drills and holds them against marring, re 
gardless of how hard the case may be shaken up or 
jostled and this is true even if the case should be dropped 
upon the ?oor. 
Another upstanding ridge 43 is provided to receive and 

position the opposite ends of the drills, and this construc~ 
tion is perhaps best shown in Fig. 7 wherein the upstand 
ing ridge 48 is provided with depressions approximately 
corresponding to the drill sizes as they are shown. 

It will be seen that this invention provides a relatively 
simple protective casing of the class described which is 
especially easy to open and close and convenient to carry 
in the pocket; and which protects the drills or other con 
tents against rattling -or becoming nicked or marred in 
any way while held in the case even though the same 
should be dropped or accidentally opened. 
Having thus described my invention and the advan 

tages thereof, 1 do not wish to be limited to the details 
herein disclosed, otherwise than as set forth in the 
claim, but what I claim is: 
A molded plastic case for holding and displaying small 

drills of different sizes, said case comprising a rimmed 
drill-holding part including a generally ?at central por 
tion, means on said portion to hold the drills, and drills 
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held by said means, said means including, a pairv of nar 
row partitions, spaced pairs of distortable resilient spaced 
ears on said partitions extending outwardly therefrom 
and in the plane thereof and de?ning pairs of recesses of 
different sizes to receive the drills, said ears extending 
toward each other in pairs and de?ning restricted en 
trances to the recesses, there being a drill in each pair 
of recesses of like size, said partitions being integral 
with the said central portion and said recesses of each 
pair being aligned to hold its drill transversely to the 
partitions and in ?xed position relative thereto and to 
the case, said drill-holding part, its central portion, and 
the ears all being of a semi-rigid self-sustaining but dis 
tortable resilient plastic. 
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